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There is strong evidence that structural models of credit risk significantly un-
derestimate corporate bond yields and the probability of default when the value 
of corporate assets follows a Geometric Brownian motion. Adding a jump com-
ponent to the firm value process is a potential remedy for the underestimation. 
However, there exist only a few empirical studies on the jump-diffusion (or Levy) 
structural models in the literature. The major challenge is the estimation of 
hidden variables, such as the firm value, volatility and parameters of the jump 
component, as the value of corporate assets is not directly observable. In prac-
ticc, paiainctcrs and the value of the firm should be estimated using market 
values of equities. In this thesis, I provide a promising estimation method for 
jump-diffusion processes in structural models based on observed stock data. I 
show that the traditional estimation methods for structural models: the variance-
restriction method and maximum likelihood estimation, fail when jumps appear 
ill credit risk models. I then propose a penalized likelihood approach and devise 
the corresponding expectation-maximization algorithm. The approach is applied 
to both jump-diffusion processes of Merton (1976) and Kou (2002) and the per-
formance is examined through a series of simulations and empirical data. 
ii 
摘要 
當公司資産值（corporate assets value)切合幾何布朗運動（Geometr ic 
Brownian Mot ion )時，有足夠的証據顯示評估信貸風險的結構性模型（s t ruc -
tural m o d e l s )嚴重低估了企業債券的孳息與及違約風險。而在公司資産活動 
上加入跳躍（ jumps )的元素是其中一種可行的補救方法去改善孳息被低估的問 
題。然而，在整個信貸風險的結構性模型的範疇裹，我們發現只有少量數據研 
究相關的問題。最主要原因在於難以估量一些隱藏而不能直接從數據中提取 
的參數，如公司的資産市值，資産波幅（assets volatil ity)及相關的跳躍參數。 
本論文研究並提出一個有效的估計方法，透過股東權益市值（m a r k e t values 
of e q u i t i e s )估量結構性模型中所有隱藏的參數。本文證明以往的估量方法， 
包括方差限制法（variance-restriction method)及極大概似估計法（maxirmim 
likelihood estimation method )並不適用於含有跳躍因素的信貸風險模型。我們 
利用了補償性的概似概念（penalized likelihood approach)設計了一套預期極大 
化估算系統（expectation-maximization a lgor i thm)用以估算有關的模型參數° 
在本文我們將這個估算系統應用於Merton (1976)及Koii (2002)的跳躍擴散過 
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The measurement of credit risk is of natural interest to financial practitioners, 
regulators and academics. An accurate credit risk model is essential for sound 
risk management, for evaluation of the vulnerability of lender institutions, and 
for pricing credit derivatives. In the banking industry, the regulatory framework 
[Basel (2004)) encourages the active involvement of banks in assessing the like-
lihood of defaults. The need of an accurate and practical credit risk framework 
grows exponentially in recent years. A desirable approach should be consistent 
with both economic theory and empirical investigations. 
The finance literature has produced a variety of models to iiieasiire default 
risk. In particular, structural models are those based on the economic theory of 
capital structures and the incentive issues among equity holders, debt holders, 
management and other stakeholders in the corporation. More precisely, struc-
tural models focus on the stochastic process of the value of corporate assets and 
postulate that default occurs when the firm value hits a threshold value. 
Structural models can be divided into a barrier-independent group and a 
barrier-dependent group. The former group considers default occurs at some spec-
ified discrete time points. For instance, Merton (1974) assumes that default only 
occurs at the debt maturity and views the market value of equity as a standard 
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call option on the firm's assets. Geske (1977) uses a compound option approach 
to describe default at multiple time points. For the barrier-dependent group, 
default is allowed at any time before the debt maturity. This idea is originated 
from Black and Cox (1977) who introduce the concept of default barrier (dis-
tress level). Whenever the downside barrier is hit, debt holders will exercise their 
right to pull the plug and force equity holders to declare bankruptcy before the 
firm value deteriorates further. Extensions on barrior-dopcndcnt models incliido 
Longstaff and Schwartz (1995, LS), Lelant and Toft (1996，LT), Anderson, Sun-
daresan and Tycon (1996，AST), Collin-Dufresne and Goldstein (2001, CDG), 
and others. Apart from the academic research, structural models have been put 
into commercial use, firstly by the Moody's KMV. 
However, there is strong empirical evidence that structural models under-
estimate crodit yield spreads and the probability of default significantly. Jones, 
Mason and Rosenfeld (1984) find that the predicted bond yield is too low in Mer-
ton's (1974) model. The problem is more severe for non-investment grade bonds. 
Ogdcii (1987) finds a similar result using newly issued bonds. Eom ot al. (2004) 
empirically test the Merton, Geske, LS, LT and CDG models and find that these 
models generate a very large predictive error in terms of credit spread. Tarashev 
(2005) observes that structural models produce the probability of default that is 
significantly less than the empirical default rate. 
Although the performance of structural models can be improved by utilizing 
a better implementation method, the underestimation still exists. Diian (1994) 
points out that the traditional variance-restriction (VR) method^ for the Mer-
ton model is inconsistent with the model feature. He then proposes a maximum 
likelihood (ML) estimation as an alternative implementation method. Diian and 
Simonato (2002) document that the ML estimation in conjunction with the Mer-
iThis widely adopted approach has been to solve a system of equations that match the 
observed stock priccs and estimated stock volatility with model outputs. 
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ton model improves the estimate of deposit insurance values over the traditional 
approach. Ericsson and Reneby (2005) use a series of simulations to further ensure 
that the ML estimation outperforms the VR method for both barrier-independent 
and barricr-dopcndont models. Li and Wong (2006) find empirical ovidcncc that 
the ML estimation effectively improves the performance of the Merton, LS and 
CDG models. However, these models still suffer from significant underestimation 
in credit spread for short-term bonds and low rating bonds. 
The underestimation of credit risk inherent in structural models has been 
recognized firstly by Merton (1974). The key reason is that a sudden drop in 
the firm value is impossible under the diffusion process, firms never default; by 
surprise. Therefore, a jump-diffusion process is a remedy for the structural mod-
els. Zhou (2001) reveals that incorporating jumps to the asset value process can 
generate realistic shapes for the term structure of credit spread, such as upward 
sloping, flat, hump-shape and downward sloping. In diffusion models, some of 
the shapes are impossible. Hilberink and Rogers (2002) extend the LT model 
using Levy processes which only allow for downward jumps in the firm's value. 
Chen and Panjer (2003) connect the jump-diffusion structural models to the 
reduced-form models. Dao and Jeanblanc (2006) consider the double exponential 
jump-diffusion process in a barrior-dcpondont model. 
Another reason for using jump-diffusion process in structural credit risk 
model is that empirical evidence on jumps in asset values is abundant (see, e.g., 
Bates; 1996, Andersen et al.; 2002, Pan; 2002, Eraker et al.; 2003). When the 
equity price exhibits a jump, the firm value is also expected to jump in terms of 
structural models. Using a regression-based analysis, Zhang et al. (2005) observe 
that credit default swaps are sensitive to jumps on equity returns. Delianeclis and 
Geske (2001) find some evidence that jump risk is a component for the corporate 
credit spread. Huang and Huang (2003) use double exponential jump-diffusion 
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model and find that it accounts for a small part of the credit risk. Unfortunately, 
all these works do not estimate the jump-diffusion process directly. Instead, 
the firm value and its volatility are firstly obtained with the VR approach and 
jumps arc then fitted to the residual crodit spread. This ad hoc approach ignores 
the interaction among the firm value, volatility and the jump component in the 
estimation procedure. In fact, to our knowledge, no empirical work has been 
devoted to examining the jump component in the firm value process directly. 
The fundamental difficulty in carrying out an empirical study on jump-
diffusion structural model is the estimation of hidden variables, such as the firm 
asset value, the drift and volatility of the diffusion component, and parameters of 
the jump component, from equity returns because the value of corporate assets 
is not directly observable. This motivates us to derive an efficient estimation 
method for jump-clifFiision structural rrodit risk models in this thesis. Wo focus 
oil the log-normal jump-diffusion process of Merton (1976; MJD) and the double 
exponential jump-diffusion process of Koii (2002; KJD) due to their popularity 
and analytical tractability. However, the proposed estimation is not limited to 
these two cases. 
It does not necessarily mean that we are particularly in favor of the jump-
difFusioii structural credit risk models, hut, wo investigate the estimation for future 
empirical use and for completing the literature on structural models. We insist 
that the performance of a model be based on empirical evidence. 
We propose the penalized likelihood estimation (PLE) to estimate paramters 
ill jump-diffusion structural models and stress that it is not an obvious extension 
of its diffusion counterpart. In fact, both the VR approach and ML estimation 
fail to estimate jump-diffusion structuicil models. Specifically, the VR approach 
which solves the firm value and volatility from two simultaneous equations can-
not accomplish the estimation of more parameters; whereas, the log-likelihood 
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function for equity data degenerates over the parameter space of jump-diffusion 
processes. In other words, the log-likelihood function can reach infinity for some 
sets of observed equity data. We also stress that the proposed PLE is not an 
obvious extension of that of jump-diffusion processes for observable data. As 
the value of corporate assets is not directly observable, the estimation should be 
based on high frequency data of equity returns. When the firm asset value evolves 
as a jump-diffusion proccss with constant parameters, the process for the equity 
return can be very complicated. 
Business and risk management applications of PLE can be found in Hamil-
ton (1991) and Venkataraman (1997), respectively. Moreover, it has been widely 
used in estimating mixture distributions and, in many cases, proven to be efficient 
and stable (see, e.g., Yii et al; 1994, Mammen and van de Geer; 1997，Eggermont 
and LaRicca: 2001). To our knowledge, we are the first that brings the concept of 
PLE into the corporate credit risk literature and propose an estimation method 
for jump-diffusion structural models of credit risk. 
The idea of the proposed approach is to penalize the likelihood function for 
equity returns with prior distributions such that the penalized likelihood function 
never blows up to infinity at all points of the parameter space. Parameters are 
then obtained by maximizing the penalized likelihood subject to the constraint 
that observed equity prices should match with the model outputs. We construct 
PLE for structural models under both the MJD and KJD process. In the nut 
shell, the proposed estimation combines the idea of classical penalized likelihood 
and Duan's (1994) maximum likelihood estimation. To facilitate implementation, 
we further establish an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for obtaining 
estimates from the PLE approach. EM algoiitliiii is not new to the financial 
market. As pointed out by Duan et al. (2004), the KMV methodology is equiv-
alent to the ML estimation of Duan (1994) in the way that the former is an EM 
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algorithm of the latter. Our simulation shows that the EM algorithm for the 
proposed PLE is efficient and accurate. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the theoreti-
cal structural models of Merton (1974) and Black and Cox (1976), the cornerstone 
of corporate security valuation. Chapter 3 reviews several jump-diffusion struc-
tural credit risk models and simulation methods for options under jump-diffusion 
models. Chapter 4 proves the degeneracy of the log-likelihood function for equity 
returns. Chapter 5 proposes the penalized likelihood estimation method and de-
vises EM algorithm for the proposed approach. Chapter 6 shows the performance 




Structural Models of Credit Risk 
The structural models of credit risk, pioneered by Black and Scholes (1973) and 
Merton (1974), link up a firm's equity and its assets using option pricing theory. 
In the framework of structural models, tlie linn's equity and debt can be viewed 
as contingent claims on the firm's assets. As the equity-holders have a lower 
priority to the debtholders, the value of equity is the firm's asset value less all 
the outstaiidirig debts repaid than debtholders, or it is worthless when the firm 
fails to pay back the liabilities. In Merton's model, the equity value of a firm is 
then treated as a European call option on the firm's assets with the strike price 
equal to the book value of liabilities. However, one critical assumption is that 
early default is not allowed prior to maturity. Alternatively, one considers early 
default as a process that the firm's asset value falls below a threshold level, H. 
Several models have been developed along this time. The Black and Cox (1976) 
model views the firm's equity value as a Down-and-Oiit-Call (DOC) option on 
the firm's assets with a default barrier H. Nowadays structural models can be 
classified into two groups: Barrier-independent and barrier-dependent models. 
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2.1 Barrier-Independent Models 
When early default is abstracted from the analysis, the Merton model views 
equity as a standard call option on the firm's assets, with a strike price set to the 
book value of total debt. Merton (1974) considers that the market value of the 
firiii follows a Gcoinctric Browiiiaii Motion (GBM): 
dV = fiVdt + aVdW, (2.1) 
where V represents the firm's asset value, fi is the drift, a is the volatility of the 
firm and VV is the Wiener process. By Ito's Lemma, the log-asset value follows 
/ 1 \ 
f/ln V,, = f^i - -o-^ dt + adW,,. (2.2) 
V 2 y 
Let X be the book value of debt and T be the maturity. According to Merton 
(1974), the market value of equity, Ve, can be obtained by the Black-Scholes 
(1973) formula: 
Vi, = V^ck) 一 办)， (2.3) 
where 
, l n ( \ / / X ) + (r + P ) T 问 
di = j= ， "2 = (k — ^V I , 
aVf 
r is the risk free rate, and $(•) is the cumulative distribution function (c.cl.f.) of 
a standard normal random variable. 
Numerous extensions on the Merton model have been developed. For in-
stance, Geske (1977) treats the corporate coupon-bearing bonds as a portfolio of 
compound options. Eom, Helwege and Huang (2004, henceforth EHH) propose an 
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extended Merton model for coupon-bearing bonds. They split a coupon-bearing 
bond into a portfolio of zero coupon bonds, each of which is valued under the 
Merton model. We will see that the formula is particularly useful in empirical 
studies of corporate bond pricing models. 
2.2 Barrier-Dependent Models 
Black and Cox (1976) point out that the safety convenants have some impact 
on the value and the behaviour of the firm's assets. Safety convenants are con-
tractual provisions which give the bondholders the right to force bankruptcy or 
reorganization of the firm if it docs not moot some spccificd standards. In turns, 
these standards generate a default barrier for the firm assets value and affect the 
bankruptcy behaviour. Specifically, at any time when the firm's asset value falls 
below a threshold level, / / , which can bo time dependent, then the firm immedi-
ately enters into financial distress forced by the bondholders, and equity holders 
would receive the residual claims, R, after paying out the liabilities. With this 
assumption in mind, Black and Cox (1976) rovoal that the firm's equity value 
becomes a Down-and-Oiit-Call (DOC) option on the firm's assets with a default 
barrier H. The pricing formula is given as follows: 
Ve = T>OC{V,X,H) 
二 1 / (1 )� -Xe-r '7 ’ ( I ) (a - ay/f) 
-1/(f / /T/产 (I)(6) + ；Ce -'’t(///V02"-2(I)(6 — aVf) 




a = … 
M � " " ) : r 2 ) r , f o r X c / / ’ 
I 叫昨A:篇.+cx2/2)T，for X > N, 
— I M " " ) : 穷 气 for A' < H, 
_ ln{H/V) + {r + ay2)T r 1 
and R is tho rebate paid to the equity-holders. In addition, Longstaff and 
Schwartz (1995, henceforth LS) consider default barrier and develop a simple 
model to value coupon bearing bonds when the interest rate is stochastic. Lelancl 
and Toft (1996，LT) derive optimal capital structnro after incorporating the ofFoct 
of default barrier. Collin-Diifresne and Goldstein (2001, CDG) develop a floating 
default barrier approach to model the target leverage ratio, which can resolve the 
problem of undesirable features under the LS model for short term bonds. 
2.3 Empirical Literature 
Each model has its own advantage of capturing market phenomena in a theoretical 
basis. However, the performance should be tested with the actual data to draw 
empirical evidence. The performance of the Merton model is firstly examined by 
Jones, Mason and Rosciifold (1984) empirically. They scloct a sample of firms 
with simple capital structure , which matches the assumption of the Merton 
model, and bond prices in secondary market during the period 1977-1981. It 
is documented that the predicted prices from the Merton model are too high, 
about 4.52% overestimation on average. The errors become more severe for non-
investment grade bonds, while it shows a better result for investment grade bonds. 
Another similar empirical study for the Merton model is conducted by Ogden 
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(1987)，who uses a sample of newly issued bonds, and draws a similar conclusion. 
Lyden and Saraniti (2000) compare the Merton model and the LS model and find 
that, the Merton model underestimates the yield spreads. Moreover, even when 
the LS model is used to incorporate the effect of default barrier and stochastic 
interest rate, there is no significant improvement in predicting yield spreads. 
The most comprehensive empirical study is conducted by EHH, who per-
form an extensive study to test several structural bond pricing models, including 
the Merton model, the Geske model, the LT model, the LS model and the CDG 
model. They select a sample of bonds for the period 1986-1997 which have a 
suitable capital structure of firms and characteristics. To carry out the empirical 
study, some parameters are required to input in advance. For instance, the de-
fault barrier, the market value of assets and the asset payout ratio are the model 
parameters that should be inputted by the user. EHH follow the previous studies 
and use the proxy approach to estimate those model parameters. Specifically, 
they use the book value of liabilities as the default barrier, the sum of market 
value of equities and the book value of total liabilities as the market value of 
firm's assets, and the weighted average of bond coupons and the firm's equity 
payout ratio as the asset payout ratio, where equity payout ratio is equal to the 
sum of end-of-period dividend yield and stock repurchase. With these proxies 
for the model parameters, they discover that the Merton model and the Geske 
model underestimate the yield spreads on average, while the LT model, the LS 
model and the CDG model tend to overestimate yield spreads. In general, they 
document that all the models generate a sizeable number of iinclerestimations of 
yield spreads. 
In contrast, Li and Wong (2006) verify theoretically and empirically that 
using the proxy approach results in underestimating bond yields in structural 
models. When the firm's assets value and other parameters are estimated by 
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maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method which is originated from Duan 
(1994)，they find that MLE improves the accuracy of estimating bond yields for 
medium and long-term bonds. For short-term corporate bonds, however, they 
find that structural models still suffer from significant underestimation. 
To improve the structural models, especially for short-term bonds, Zhou 
(2001) proposes to add a jump component to the firm value process. He re-
veals that a jump-diffusion stnictural models can generate various shapes of 
yield spreads in line with those observed in the market theoretically. Therefore, 
a jump-diffusion model should improve the structural models and the empirical 




As mentioned in Chapter 2，a jump-diffusion model may be a better alternative 
to the diffusion model. If the firm's assets value follows a jump-diffusion process, 
then the total change of the assets value comprises two components, a continuous 
component described by a Geometric Brownian Motion, and a jump component, 
which captures the effect when important new information arrives randomly to 
affect the asset values. We consider the Poissoii arrival jumps. The asset value 
dynamics can be represented by the following stochastic differential formula: 
f m \ 
y = ^idt + adWt + d - 1) ’ (3.1) 
‘ W / 
where is a Wiener process, N{t) a Poisson process with intensity A, Wt, N(i), 
Y' s are independent random variables at time t. 
By the nature of a Poisson process, we know that the probability of a 
Poisson event occurring during a time interval with length At can be expressed 
as 
Prob { N{/. + AO - _ = 0} = 1 - XAI. + o{Al.)., 
Prob { N{t + At) 一 N{t) 二 1} 二 XAt + o{At), 
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Prob { N(l, + At) - N{l,) >2} = o(A/.), 
where o{At) is the asymptotic order symbol and ^ j m � = 0. Hence, (3.1) can 
be expressed as 
dV, 
-T^ = fidt + adW, + {Y,, - l)dNt„ (3.2) 
where Nt is the independent Poisson process with intensity A. 
If /i, a and A are constants, by solving the stochastic differential equation 
(3.1), the assets value at time t can be expressed as 
r / 1 � 1 _ 
K = K) exp ( � " 一 -a^j t + J ] (3-3) 
3.1 Analytical Option Pricing Formula 
3.1.1 The Jump-Diffusion Model of Merton 
Under Merton's (1976) framework, a closed-form formula of standard call option 
is derived when the random variable Y follows a log-normal distribution. Same 
formula can be applied to formulate the market value of equity which can be 
treated as a standard call option on firm's assets under jump-diffusion model. 
According to the Mcitoii jump diffusion model, the market value of equity, Ve, 
can be related to V and X by the following formula: 
V'e = C m ( V , X , T X ) = E (3.4) 
^ 77/. 
n = 0 
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where 
== y'Hd.n) - (3.5) 
r„. = r - A * F + nln(l + /c*)/T, 
vl = cj' + nisr/T, 
A' = A*(l + r)， 
_ \n{V/X) + (r. + lvl)T 
VnVT 
d2n = d'ln - Vn\/T, 
and 6* = (/i*, (j^, A*, k*, {s*Y) is the vector of risk-neutral parameters and (s*)^ 
is the variance of log Y and A;三 E^ CK — 1). Notice that V^  — 1 is the random 
variable of percentage change when a jump occurs. 
3.1.2 The Jump-Diffusion Model of Kou 
Koii (2002) also clervies a closed-form expression of option price in which the log 
jump size follows a double exponential distribution. As many empirical stud-
ies suggest, the distribution of underlying asset is skewed to the left, and has a 
higher peak and two heavier tails than those of the normal distribution. There-
fore, the traditional Merton jump-diffusion model cannot explain the leptokurtic 
and asymmetric features. In contrast, since the double exponential distribution 
has a higher peak and two heavier tails than the normal distribution, the Kou 
model captures the leptokurtic and asymmetric features. In addition, analyt-
ical solutions to many option pricing problem are still available, including the 
standard call and put options and other exotic options. 
When Z = In(y') has a double exponential distribution, the probability 
15 
density function of Z can be written as 
fz{z) = 0 < 7 7 < 1 ’ (3.6) 
—t with probability 1/2 
Z — K — 
€ with probability 1/2, 
v 
where t is an exponential random variable with mean rj and variance i f . 
According to the definition of jumps in (3.6), Kou (2002) provides the ana-
lytical formula for European call option. By using the same formula, the market 
value of equity can be formulated as follows: 
Vb = c v ( i / ’ r ’ x ’ r ) = ； ^ 》 - 一 • 
71=1 J = 1 
. ( ( T ： ^ + ( 1 ^ ) ( 冲 7 + ) — 「 ' 了 
2 J \ r J 、 ) 
+ 舊 v f l - ,1 1 � . ( _ ^ H h “ C + ) } 
2 t j ? V (1 + r V - V \ rj* J s / ^ 




Hh„(x) = / Hhn—i ⑷ 办 
Jx 
1 roo 
=—/ {t - > 0. 71 = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . (3.8) 
Jx ‘ 
ln{Vo/X) + (r 士誓—A*C)T + uk* 
仅士 二 ^ v f — ’ 
ln(Vo/X) + (7•士譬 _ y p T 




h = ln{X/Vo) + X^T - r - — T - nK*, 
V 2 y 
( 二 T ^ ^ - 1 ’ 
where = (y*)'^). 
Since the closed-form formula for the call option involves an infinite series 
of Hli functions, for computational efficiency, Koii and Wang (2004) obtain the 
Laplace transform of the option price and allow Z — In Y has an asymmetric 
feature with double exponential density 
fz{z) = p • + (1 - p) • p > 0 , 7 ] i > 1,772 >0(.3.9) 
The corresponding call option price is given by 
� 1 
Ve = C j , { V , T , X e n = C - l ( � ) T ， （3.10) 
where 9* = cr^ , A*,p*, rjl, r]^ ) is a risk-neutral parameter vector, is the 
Laplace inversion with respect to ( evaluated at r = log K, and 
= + - 《 ） + + A 伊 + ^ - l ) . (3.11) 
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Under the jump-diffusion procoss of (3.1), Merton (1976) points out that per feet 
hedging is impossible but the delta-hedging strategy of Black and Scholes (1973) 
can hedge away the diffusion risk. The hedging strategy gives us a risk-neutral 
measure under which parameters are the same as the physical counterparts except 
that 11* = r — Xk. In fact, there are many possible risk-neutral measures. Using 
the HARA utility for a representative agent, Koii (2002) clarifies the relation 
between the physical parameter 0 and the risk-neutral parameter 0*. Specifically, 
A* = = r - and Z* = 0Z” where a € [0，1] is the 
power parameter of the HARA utility function, j3 6 (—oo, oo) is an arbitrary 
constant and Z* is the log jump size under the risk-neutral measure. Hence, 
the risk-neutral process recognized by Merton is a special case of Kou's in which 
a = (3 = I. Therefore, in addition to the process for the firm asset value, a 
complcto jump-diffusion structural model should spocify the utility function and 
the parameter jS. To simplify matters, we adopt the risk-neutral measure of 
Merton (1976), i.e. o； = = 1, in this paper. It means that we use the risk-
neutral utility function (o： = 1) for all investors, and that they only hedge away 
the diffusion risk using the option delta. 
Ill additional to the European call and put options, the Kou jump-diffusion 
model also derives analytical formulae for exotic options, such as perpetual Amer-
ican options, barrier and lookback options (See Kou and Wang, 2003). In con-
trast, the Merton jump-diffusion model does not have explicit formula for barrier 
options, say Down-and-Out-Call option. In such case, simulation is used to cal-
culate the market value of equity by using the technique of Brownian bridge. The 
simulation procedure and the concept of Brownian bridge will be discussed in the 
next section. 
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3.2 Simulation for Options 
When the closed-form solution of market value of equity does not exist, simu-
lation is a power alternative to value the equity value. We illustrate the sim-
ulation of equity by the analogy of simulating option prices. In this section, 
we outline the simulation methodolgies for both barrier-independent options and 
barrier-dependent options . For illustrative purpose, we only provide the simu-
lation algorithm for European call option and Down-and-Oiit-Call option in two 
subsections. But the simulation algorithm can be easily extended to any other 
options. 
3.2.1 Simulation for Barrier-Independent Options 
To simulate the European call option, we use to generate the terminal asset value, 
and then compute the discounted payoff of each simulated path. The price of the 
option would be the average of discounted payoffs. Accodiiig to (3.3). we can 
obtain the call price by the following algorithm: 
1. For n = 1 to /V, perform Step 2-6. 
2. Generate a ; � A A ( 0 , 1 ) . 
3. Generate M �Poisson(Ai); if M = 0, set J = 0. 
4. Generate Z i , . . . , Z ^ from the jump distribution where Z,； 二 liiYi represents 
the logarithm of jump size. Then set = x . . . x Ym-
5. Set 
St = Soe("-|�2)t+<TyL； • J 
6. DiscPayoff(77.) = exp(—rt)max(5/, — , 0) where K is the strike price of the 
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option. 
7. If n = TV, the option price is computed as: 
1 N 
Cjump ⑶’ t , K , e ) = j ; j Y l DiscPayoff(n). 
n = l 
As the jump coinpoiiciit is iiidcpciidcrit of the diffusion part, wc can generate 
the terminal asset value by generating the diffusion process and jump process 
independently. 
3.2.2 Brownian Bridge Simulation for DOC Option 
For barrier-dependent options, we should consider the asset values at all time 
points because of the existence of the default barrier. The challenge is that 
generating asset values at all time points would be a time consuming process, 
especially for options with a long maturity. To handle this problem, Metwally 
and Atiya (2002) develop a simulation algorithm based on the Brownian bridge 
coiiccpt, that is particularly efficient for siiimlatiiig barrier options under jmiip-
diffusion processes. 
Metwally and Atiya generate the jump instants from the inter-jump density 
function. Then, iiiiincdiatcly before the first jump, they generate the asset value 
using normal distribution. Normal distribution is used because the process follows 
a pure diffusion process in between any two successive jumps. Next, they generate 
the first jump size according to the jiiiiip-sizc distribution and obtain the asset 
value immediately after the jump accordingly. The process is then repeated until 
maturity. 
Sometimes some of the generated values between two jumps are below the 
barrier, that means at some time point the process has reached the barrier. To 
tackle this situation, they consider the probability density of the barrier crossing-
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time, given the asset value immediately after the last jump. They first randomly 
generate a value for the discounted payoff corresponding to the particular inter-
jump interval using the conditional barrier crossing-time density (In our case, we 
adopt their uniform sampling approach). If the value lies within the time interval 
between two jump instants, it means the first passage time occurs in that time 
interval. And the corresponding discounted payoff would be calculated at that 
time. 
This procedure is performed sequentially starting from the interval t = 0 
until the first jump, then the interval from the first jump until the second jump, 
and so on until expiration time. If no crossing has occurred in the whole pe-
riod, then they generate the terminal asset value and compute the corresponding 
discounted payoff. 
We now summarize the simulation algorithm for a DOC option as follows: 
1. For n = 1 to N�perform Step 2-5. 
2. Generate jump-instants by generating the inter-jump times (Tj — 
according to the given density (e.g., exponential). 
3. Denote c = r — cj2/2 — A/c, x(t) = In 5/., where 5", is the asset price at time 
I.. Let .7;(T^~) be the process value immediately before the i — l.k jump and 
the process value immediately after the i — th jump. For i = 1 to M 
(where M represents the number of jumps that occur during the life of the 
option): 
a. Generate x(T~) from a normal distribution of mean + c{Ti — 
Ti-i) and standard deviation ay/Ti — Tj_i, with the initial state x ( 0 ) = 
b. Generate the size of jump z, X.“ according to the given jump-size distri-
bution. 
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c. Compute the post-jump value: = .x-(T~) + Xj. 
4. For intervals z = 1 to 71/ +1: 
a. Compute the intraperiod probability of no barrier crossing Pi according 
to the following equation: 
Pi = P Bs > In 付丨召7；+_1 =工CCl ) , Bt�= ^{Tn^ 
1 - exp II x(J] )> In H 
= < V / 
0 otherwise 
\ 
where II is the barrier level. 
b. L e t 6 = ( T , _ T , _ i ) / ( l — Pi). 
c. Generate s from a distribution uniform in the interval [Tj_i,Tj_i + 
d. If s e [Ti_i,Tj). then the first-passage time to the barrier occurred in 
the interval [T•卜i 工]. In this case, we evaluate the conditional first-
passage density (ji{s) by substituting the generated .s into the following 
equation: 
"'⑴ 二 二 2 - - t” X 
f— x(T-)-In H-c(T,-t)r - In H + c{t-T,_,))n\ 
exp r m — iw 2(/.-T,_0O-2 \)‘ 
where 
1 f - x{Tn + ct]'\ 
7 = . exp —r . 
V2ttt(T \ 2CHT J 
Then: 
• DiscPayoff(7i) = Rbgi{s) exp(—rs) where R is the constant rebate 
value. 
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• Terminate the loop, and perform another simulation path (Step 
2-5). 
e. If s ^ [Tj_i,T,], then the first-passage time has not yet occurred. 
f. If < In / / , then the jump crossed the bcirricr. Tlio payoff becomes: 
• DiscPayoff(n) =Rexp(-rT^). 
• Terminate the loop, and perform another simulation path (Step 
2-5). 
g. If x{T^) > In / / , then examine the next interval, that is, increment i, 
and perforin another iteration of Step 4. 
5. No crossing occurred during the life of the option. The payoff is given by: 
• DiscPayoff(72) = exp(—rT) max(exp(;r(T)) — K, 0), where K is the strike 
price of the option. 
• Perform another simulation path (Step 2-5). 
6. If n = N, that is, we have finished all simulation paths, then obtain the 
estimate for the option price: 
1 N 




Likelihood Function for Equity 
Returns 
In Chapter 3, we express the dynamic of assets value under jump-diffusion model. 
According to (3.2)，we can express the logarithm of assets value as 
/ (j2\ 
dlnVt = “ — — d t + adWf + ZdNf (4.1) 
V 2 7 
Under physical probability measure, we observe that the probability density func-
tion of logarithm of assets value, In consists of a mixture of two distributions: 
a normal distribution with probability 1 — XAt, by the property of Poisson pro-
cess; and jump size distribuion with probability XAt otherwise. In other words, 
the probability density function of In Vt can be written as 
g{wt\wt-i) = (1 - XAt)fx{wt\wt-i) + XAtfx+z{'Wt\wt-i), (4.2) 
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where 
r / I 、 1 f ( wt - wt-i - ft.y\ 
roo 
fx^z{wt\wt-i) = / fx{wt - s)fz{s)ds, (4.3) 
J-oc 
_ / A 
/'. = 卜 j 产 ’ 
and Wt = In K, / a represents the probability density function of the random 
variable A For the MJD process, the distribution of Z follows normal distribution 
with the density function: 
臉 ( 4 . 4 ) 
It is clear that + � 广 八 计 s 。 ) ， 肌 ( ； 1 hence 
is a normal density. For the KJD process, according to (3.9), simple calculation 
yields that 
+ ( l - p ) ’ — 十 广 Z 2 ) ， ( 4 5) 
\ avAt / 
where 
mi = wt-i + fi. + 
7712 = Wt-I + jj' — 7720"^  A i /2 . 
Let 9 be the vector of parameters of the process (3.1)，that is, 6 = cr^ . A,“之，s^ ) 
for the MJD process and 9 = (/i, ^r'�’ A, p，"i，772) for the KJD process. To simplify 
the notation, denote 0 = {Ox.Oz), where Ox = (//., rr^ , A) collects tlic diffusion 
parameters and the Poisson process intensity, and Bz collects parameters of the 
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distribution of Z. Lot be the parameter space of Ox, that is, Qx = {Ox '• 
a, A > 0, (I e M}, Qz be the parameter space of dz, that is. = {^z : s > 
0,/i；. e R } for the MJD model and 0 f = ：叨’ " 2 � 0 ’ p 6 [0,1]} for the 
K.ID model, G = Gx x be the parameter space of 0 and Gx be the closure 
of 6 x - According to (4.2), if the firm's assets value is observable, we can express 




= ^ In [tto/x {w,,\wt.-i,ex) + TTi fx+z {w,.\w,,.u9)], 
t=l 
(4.6) 
where ttq = 1 — XAt, tti = XAt. 
4.1 Likelihood Function on Equity Return 
When the market values of assets are observable, the likelihood function would be 
the product of the density functions of logarithm of assets value, and each of them 
is a mixture distributions. In practice, however, we do not observe those market 
values but the firm's equity values are available. Under structural models, the 
equity and assets value has a one-to-one smooth relationship. We use the notation 
V e = /?.(V', T, A', 9*)^ to indicate the relation. Thus, one can use the technique of 
changing variables to obtain the log-likelihood function for the observed equity 
data. Suppose the equity data series V e = {Vjj ： t = 0 , 1 , … , N } . Then, the 
log-likelihood function of the observed equity data is given by: 
N 
V l 1 4 , . . . ’ V^) = (4.7) 
t=i 
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where /(V^l Vj."^; (9) is the probability density function of the equity value condi-
tional on V^—i. By changing variables, we obtain 
HVE) = 9{\n V ) 器 
1 dV 
= • 〜 • 兩 
1 dV 
= + n . V . 两 （4.8) 
The partial derivative is always positive because all of the call options are in-
creasing functions of the underlying asset under option pricing theory. In the 
same manner, the stock price Ve must be an increasing function of V , i.e., 
dVE/dV > 0. Substituting (4.8) into (4.7), the final log-likelihood function on 
equity data is given by 
V ' i . . . .，V/ ) = - In U . 染 ) 
t=l L V V=Vt/ \ 
N � , Qh \ • 
=乙让'(没；iuo’u,i，... .u;") — y ^ In V；. • — ) , 
(4.9) 
subject to 
== / , , ( \ / = 0 .1 ’ . .• ’ /V . (4.10) 
4.2 Degeneracy Problem of Likelihood Function 
After expressing the log-likelihood function on equity values, one may apply the 
transformecl-clata maxmimiim likelihood estimation (MLE) method proposed by 
Duan (1994) to estimate the parameters. It is particularly useful for parameter 
estimation under the diffusion model. Unfortunately, under jump-diffusion model, 
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wc find that the log-likclihood function defined by (4.9) is not a bounded function 
on 0 . Also, when the log-likelihood diverges to infinity, the value of firm asset 
volatility, cr, tends to zero which violates the model assumption. Indeed, it is 
a well-known problem called likelihood degeneracy problem and it exists when 
the underlying asset follows mixture of distributions. In our case, since at least 
one of the distribution in the mixture (i.e. the diffusion process) follows normal 
distribution, one may intuitively think that the maximum value of a normal 
distribution is \/\/Tkg, which tends to infinity when a — 0+. Therefore, when 6 
approaches to the boimdaiy of 0 such as (/i = Wi — w,,-i, cr = 0), i G { 1 , . . . , A''}, 
it results in degeneracy problem. We will prove the existence of the degeneracy 
problem by building up a particular sequence. Denote a set <So(Ve) associated to 
the singularity pairs given observed stock data, which can be written by 
<So(VE) = {eeexxez\fi = 。二 0’ e {1’ . . .，N}} 
(4.11) 
The following theorem will prove the existence of degeneracy problem in the 
log-likelihood function: 
Theorem 4.1 For any given data sei Ve，the log-likelihood function, 6), 
defined by (4.9) degenerates at every point of Sq, that is, 
V \ 4 : “ R + 广 ， e ' e <So(VE) 
3(没⑷ G = ， lim 0 � 二（ lim ⑷）=oo 
(/一 OO f/—oo 
Proof. The principle of this proof is to provide one particular sequence � 6 6 ) 
that satisfies the statement in Theorem 4.1. In the same manner of 9, we define 
6* = {Ox, 0*z) and 6' = (^x, where 9* is the vector of risk-neutral parameters 
and 0' e Q x x G^- Under the HARA utility, 0* depends on 0 , a and but not on 
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//. Thus, we also use the notation: {0*)' and (6»* )� ’ to indicate the dependence 
of 9* on 6' and 6�,respectively. 
Since 6' e <S。(Ve)’ 3n e { 1 ’ . . . ’ N) such that = ln(\/^/V;;_i) where 
V'^  = /i(\/'; [e*]') and 卜 1 == M V j i - i ; ( � ) , ) . T h e required sequence 0 � = 
can be constructed as follows: 
1.、q.e、】、= e'z., 
2.久⑷At = (1 - l/q)yAt + l/(2q); 
3. 1 — = (1 - l/q){l - X'At) + l/{2q)-
4. a � = e - \ 
5. = (沪)⑷)； 
6 . " . � A / = ln(V;(")/V;(l)i) + ( a � ) 2 A i / 2 . 
It is clear that 没⑷ € 9 and — e 5o(Ve) . Since = 1 _ 入⑷八“ 
TT;') = A � A f and t t ; , � = l o g V " ) . We have tt.;") > l/(2g) for i 二 0’ 1 and 
i L 卞 E ; 於 )） 
N , [ / r)h�=(n(")�_ 
= I n l l + - E IM • () 
T=1 � L \ / J 
• For L = n, 
• For all t + 71’ 
於 ) ) + 妒 ) ) > ( � h 払’ S I 於)). 
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Recall that dhjdV > 0 and from (4.3) 
J —oo 
— f S{s - - w["\ - i.L'At))fz{s\wt-i^9'z)ds 
= ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
where 6 is the Dirac's delta function. Hence, 
、 1 f n 构 肿 ) ) 1 ^ r fv � > In < , > - ) In Vt • 7— . 
- \ J 台 . V 狀 V二V-/")人 
Under a general jump-diffusion process, Bergman et al. (1996) shows that the 
delta of European contingent claims is bounded and hence {dh/dV)~^ is bounded 
away from zero. Moreover, the limit in (4.12) guarantees that the integration is 
bounded away from zero. Hence by carefully adjusting the convergence speed 
of the parameter vector toward to 6', say cr(g) = the lower bound of 
没(")）diverges to infinity. This completes the proof. • 
As the log-likelihood function is proved to be unbounded in Theorem 4.1, 
the maximum likelihood estimator cannot bo dofinod for jiimp-diffiision processes. 
Moreover, the points that belong to (So(Ve) provide meaningless estimates for 9. 
Hence, jMLE fails to obtain estimates for both MJD and KJD process and for both 
barrier-independent and barrier-dependent models. In practice, when the MLE is 
adopted for jump-diffusion structural models, two difficulties may be encountered. 
Firstly, the optimization algorithm spends a very long time without converging 
to a stable solution. It is simply bocaiisc the global maximum is indeed infinity. 
Secondly, an unreasonably small volatility is obtained because the volatility is 
close to zero after running the program for a long time. 
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Chapter 5 
The Proposed Framework 
5.1 Penalized Likelihood Estimation 
The degeneracy of the log-likelihood functions in mixture distributions is a well-
known problem in statistics literature. To overcome the degeneracy problem, one 
promising resolution is the use of Bayesian or qiiasi-Bayesian techniques. In the 
thesis, we propose a penalized likelihood estimation (PLE) which falls within the 
quasi-Bayesian family. Then, an EM algorithm is established for searching the 
local maximum of the penalized log-likelihood function. Notice that the Bayesian 
approach which is usually implemented with Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods 
may require much longer time to get stable estimates. Moreover, Eggermont 
and LaRiccia (2001) show that the penalized likelihood estimator is strongly 
consistent and asymptotically efficient. 
The proposed estimation scheme is to avoid the log-likelihood function going 
to infinity for all singularity points by penalizing the log-likelihood function such 
that the penalized term vanishes rapidly enough to compensate for the singulari-
ties of the log-likelihood function. Thus, it is important to identify all singularity 
points of the log-likelihood function. We find that all the singularity points are 
indeed contained in the set tSo(VE). In other words, the log-likelihood function, 
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does not degenerate outside any neighborhood of »So(Ve). We denote the 
neighborhood by 
«S,(VE) = { e e e \W e SO(VE). 0 = cT'<cT<e}, 
where 0 is the parameter space and © is its closure. The following theorem 
proves that the log-likelihood function is bounded in 0 \ tSJVE). 
Theorem 5.1 For any c > 0, there exists a finite number /I > 0 such that, for 
every sequence G 0} that converges to 6' e Q\ S^CVe,),观 have 
lim � ) < A. 
f/—•oo 
Proof. When a > e, we have 
fx-hzMwt.-i,0) = / fz(iu,. - s\w,-i,Oz)fx(s\u.'i.-i,0x)ds 
J - o o ^ 
< Mwi - s\w,..i,9z)d.s = (ev/27rAf)‘. 
Hence, the log-likelihood function is bounded above by /I = - i V ln(ev^27rAi)— 
Y^i-i In 翁)，where /V + 1 is the number of observed stock data. • 
Theorem 5.1 applies to every jump-diffusion process in (3.1), i.e., every 
distribution of Z. That means the penalized term should be independent of 
the distribution of Z, As the unique source of singularity is the zero volatility, 
associating randomness to the volatility allows (numerical) searching methods 
to get rid of the problem of degeneracy. Therefore we propose a penalized log-
likelihood function for jump-diffusion structural models: 
L ， � = � + lnpo ⑷， (5.1) 
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where is the log-likelihood function of the observed data, is the 
corresponding penalized log-likelihood function, and the penalty term po{or) which 
is the conditional conjugate prior of a follows inverted gamma distribution with 
hyper parameters a and b, 
“ r{b) 二+ 1 ) exP [-•] l[o’°°). (5.2) 
It is clear that po{(j) is bounded over 0 and that 
lim p 如 ) a - N = 0. VyV. 
CT—'0+ 
Thus, we can see that the p o � vanishes rapidly enough to compensate for the 
singularities of the log-likelihood function. By using the inverted gamma dis-
tribution to penalize the log-likelihood function, we guarantee the log-likelihood 
function is now bounded above and the maximum penalized log-likelihood es-
timator does not belong to the set of singularities. The following theorem will 
prove this conclusion. 
T ‘ 
Theorem 5.2 For a > 0 and b > 0, the penalized log-likelihood function, Lp^{9), 
is bounded above over B. Moreover, it vanishes when 6 gets close to (So(Ve).' 
W e e ( R + 广 y G 5o(Ve) , lim = - o o . 
Proof. According to the definition of the penalized log-likelihood function: 
= + � ’ 
where po{cr) which is the inverted gamma density is a bounded function over 9 . 
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For fx > 0, the proof of Theorem 5.1 indicates that 
Thus, 
. ^ , N / 「浙 1 \ 
L t=i V L"v^�\/=v,.0-乂 
Using the fact that po{a)a~-^ —> 0 as d —^  0+, the proof is completed. • 
By using the penalized log-likelihood function, it can be maximized with 
any numerical search engine provided in the computer software. Moreover, it can 
be applicable for any distribution of Z. Hence, the proposed estimation scheme 
indeed is a general approach for jump-diffusion structural models, including the 
MJD and KJD ones. In general, we are maximizing the following penalized log-
likelihood function: 
L�pE(e) = L V , - 2(6 + 1) In (7 - 4 + Hn a - In r(6). (5.3) 
(7-
So maximizing over 6 is equivalent to maximizing: — 2(6+1) In a -
a/a-, over the same parameter space. 
We now summarize the proposed estimation as follows. The estimator 0 is 
obtained by solving 
“N 八' / r 1 、 _ 
mcxx — ) - 2(6 + 1) In a - 告 （ 5 . 4 ) 
Lt=i £=i \ L � V t / . 
subject to the constraint that 
l 4 = / i ( v ; ; r )，V i e { 0 . . . . , i V } , (5.5) 
where g{wi\wt-i,9) is defined in (4.2) and Wt = Specifying the 
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distribution of the jump size, Z, enables us to develop expectation-maximization 
(EM) algorithm to efficiently obtain the maximum penalized likelihood estimators 
(MPLE). EM algorithm is attractive because it produces explicit re-estimation 
formulas, and it will be discussed in next session. 
A little modification of the formulation (5.4) enables us to include risk-
neutral parameters in the estimation. For instance, we can estimate (0, a, p) as 
follows. 
max \ L ^ ^ e ) - 2 { b + l ) l u a - - ^ ] (5.6) 
subject to the constraint that 
v^ = h{Vt;e\a,3) . yt € { o , . . . , yv } . 
We recall that 9* essentially depends on 6, a and ,3 under the HARA utility 
setting of Koii (2002). However, the real price to pay is in several dimensions. 
Firstly, the estimation quality of 9 may be distorted by introducing two additional 
parameters: a and p. Secondly, the estimation time will be (much) longer. 
Finally, EM algorithm becomes very sophisticated to estimate those risk-neutral 
parameters. For the purpose of comparing credits in a consistent manner, it may 
be more desirable for us to fix the values of a and p. From now on, we assume 
that a = /i = 1. This consideration is consistent with the Merton (1976) risk-
neutral measure under jump-diffusion process. For the remaining part, we focus 
on the estimation problem of (5.4). 
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5.2 Expectation-Maximization Algorithm 
In this section, we will establish an EM algorithm for the proposed estimation. 
The traditional EM algorithm is originated from Dempster et al. (1977; DLR) 
which is used for parameters estimation for incomplete data. The notion of in-
complete data includes the conventional sense of missing data, but it also applies 
to situations where the complete data represents what would be available from 
some hypothetical experiment. In many cases, hidden variables can be viewed as 
missing data. In an EM algorithm, each iteration involves two steps: an expec-
tation step (E-step) followed by a maximization step (M-step). Indeed, an EM 
algorithm is an iterative process of computing maximum likelihood estimators. In 
our EiM algorithm for the proposed estimation, since we choose a penalized term 
which is the conditional conjugate prior for the sigma to avoid the degeneracy 
problem mentioned before, as Dempster mentions, the penalized log-likelihood 
should have the same function form as the traditional log-likelihood. Therefore 
such a penalized log-likelihood can be maximized in the same manner as the 
traditional log-likelihood in the maximization step. 
Wc highlight several difficulties of implementing (5.4) for motivating the 
development of an EM algorithm. The first is the search of local maxima over a 
high dimensional parameter space 0 . A typical jump-diffusion process consists 
of 5-6 model parameters. EM algorithm provides us with re-estimation formulas 
which automatically produce a sequence of estimates approaching the MPLE. The 
second is the computation of the delta, dh/dV, in the log-likelihood function (5.4). 
Usually, closed form option pricing formulas arc impossible under jiiiiip-diffusioii 
process so that the computation burden of the delta at each re-estimation step 
is very large. An Ei\I algorithm avoids computing the delta. The last is the root 
finding procedure for solving V e = /i(V, 0*), where V = {Vq, . . . , V^ yv} and Ve 二 
{V f， to respect the constraint of the problem. However, this is never 
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avoidable bccauso one of our goals is to measure the firm asset values, V . 
Using an arugment similar to that of Duan et al. (2004), we present how the 
conept of EM algorithm of DLR allows us to avoid computing the delta. After 
that, we develop re-estimation formulas for the MPLE. However, the concrete 
formulas cannot be obtained without specifying the distribution of the jump size 
Z. To illustrate the ideas, we derive re-estimation formulas for the MJD and 
KJD structural models. 
Since t = l , . . .，iV} is a sample of independently identically 
distributed (iicl) random variables according to the model assumption, the like-
lihood function on stock price, can be thought of as the joint density of Ve. 
Specifically, 
� ) = f { V M 4 l]Ho) = P o � / ( V E | 0 ) , 
where is the penalized likelihood function on stock price. Regarding the 
firm's asset values V as missing data, we have 
PO(^)/(VE|^) = Po{a) I / (VE,V|0)dV, 
where / ( VE . V|0) is the joint density function of VE and V . The estimation 
problem in (5.4) has to maximize the incomplete-data panelized log-likelihood, 
Op [6), subject to the constraint (5.5). EM algorithm approaches the problem 
by proceeding iteratively in terms of the complete-data penalized log-likelihood, 
ln[po(cr)/(VE, V|(9)]. As it is unobservable, it is replaced by its conditional ex-
pectation given V e , using the current fit for 9. 
Let 0(0) be the initial value for 6 and be the estimate of 6 in the q-th 
iteration of the EM algorithm. The E-step computes 
於 )） =E { lnbo (^ ) / (VE, VE.妒')}. 
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Given the condition that V e = /i(V; 0*) and 0* depends on 0, the conditional 
expectation is typically easy to compute as 
⑷）二 l n [ p Q � / ( V E ’ / r i ( V E , ( r ) � ) | 0 ) ] (5.7) 
= l n [ p o W / ( / � i ( V E ， ( r ^ ) l ^ 
N 
=Ylln g{w'l\wU, 9)+ \npo{a)., 
t=i 
where w^ = (没*)("))] and g is the density function defined in (4.2). From 
the last line of (5.7), it is seen that Qi(没；没⑷）is essentially the penalized log-
likelihood function of V . In the M-step, Qi (没;没⑷）is maximized with respect to 
6. The result, that is,没(“+丄)，is the new estimate of 9 in the current iteration. The 
sequence of estimates obtained IN this way should approach the JMPLE. However, 
the EM procedure does not involve the computation of the delta. Another way 
of presenting the iteration is to say 
以(<?+i) 二 argm|LxQi(fy;#W)’ 
with an initial value 
To obtain re-estimation formulas, we focus on the M-step above and do the 
maximization with another EM algorithm. We introduce the missing data of iicl 
random variables: 
C = {c„e{0，l}，n = l，....A]. 
where "c^ = j " represents the situation that there are j jumps arriving in the 
time interval tn]-
The objective function in the preceeding M-step can be viewed as the log-
arithm of the joint density function of the "observed" asset value, V , with a 
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penalty / ) o � - T h a t is, 
於I)) = l n [ p o � / ( V ( , ) ] = Inbo⑷产")(0)]， 
where 广 i s the likelihood function of the asset value and it can be explicitly 
expressed as 
N 
= r i b r o / x W K i ’"，…+ 冗 没 Z ) ] ’ 
/.=i 
where w^ = In/厂1(1,差；(0”�)’ fx and fx+z are defined in (4.3). With the 
missing data C, the complete data likelihood can be recognized by the formula: 
/ ( V � I") = = J2f{Y^^^\C.f,.,a.f)z)P(C\X). 
c c 
In the notion of an EM algorithm, we are interested in maximizing the conditional 
expectation of the complete data penalized log-likelihood function. Therefore, the 
E-step computes: 
Q‘2(6?; 0(q)) = E {ln[po(^T)/(V^’ C\e)] | V � ’没⑷ }， (5.8) 
which can be decomposed into Q2(没；。⑷）=Q'2("，"’ Oz\ 肿)）+ 沒⑷），where 
化 妒 ' ) ） = E { h i [ p � � / ( V ⑷丨 C，a M z ) ] | V ⑷ ， ( 5 . 9 ) 
Q K A ; — = E[lnP(C|A)|VW’0(g)]. (5.10) 
Thus, we can separate A (or ttq and tti) from other parameters in the estima-
tion procedure under EM algorithm. The M-step is then required to maximize 
Q2(没；没⑷）with respect to d. 
As the "original" log-likelihood function is the one of a mixture 
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of two distributions, the re-estimation formula for ttq derived from (5.8) is given 
by 
= = (5.11) 
t=i 
where 
= = ^ i l 丨 1 - i ’ £ ^ 广 ) (5.12) 
and 没(.1.) is obtained by (4.2). Then can be retrivecl from 冗么“+丄）=1 — 
A("+i)A/.. The detail calculation of (5.11) and (5.12) can be found in Chapter 
1.4.3 of the book by McLachlan and Krishnan (1997). The expression for (5.9) 
can be expressed as: 
N 
Qo = l np� ( a ) + ; ^ P ( Q = OiV(").0("))lii/x(ii;?k?_”"，d 
/.=i 
N 
+ = l|VW，0W)ln/.Y+z(ufh(;L."’^7.〜）. (5.13) 
t=i 
It remains to maximize Q^, which is independent of A, with respect to f.i, a and 
Oz. This requires us to specify the model and hence the parameter Oz- We will 
present the EM algorithm for the MJD and KJD models in next two sections. 
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5.3 The MJD Structural Model 
In the MJD process, there are four other parameters despite the A: fi, a. fiz and s. 
Suppose the sampling time space is a constant, i.e. A “ = Ai , for all i = 1 N. 
We consider the transformation of parameters: 
MO = (M - aV2)Ai , (5.14) 
al = a^At, (5.15) 
m = A^o + i^ z-. (5.16) 
CT? = (jJ + s^ > a l (5.17) 
Differentiating Qo' with respect to /jq, A'ij ^ o and af yields the following results 
学 = ^ ^ ^ , , _ i ) , 
5(7, erf ^ V ^iJ 
where a, = a(l — i), 6, = (6 + 1)(1 - i) and 二 li；? - u/l]. By setting the 
results to zero, we obtain the re-estimation formulas: 
广 ） - 1 f ⑷冗 f ' ) / ‘ W k ? - i , ) ) (5 � 
卜 J — ) •？1心-) . ‘ 
where 冗：“+丄）has been obtained in (5.11), g is given in (4.2), Jq 二 fx, fi = fx+z-
Due to the constraint of (5.17), the re-estimation formulas for should 
be modified to be 
a ( 广 = 力 a n d "S计” 二 max rf i(什” ) . (5.19) 
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Original parameters can then be recovered from (5.14)-(5.17). It may be interest-
ing to notice that adding the penalty term to the log-likelihood function avoids the 
problem of zero volatility as the optimal value of Cq > 2{b+i)+NTTo�2(b+i^+N�0， 
at every iteration. We summarize the estimation of the MJD structural model as 
follows. 
Algorithm 5.1 For the MJD structural model with the structure: V/.： = h{V\ 6*), 
the model parameters: 6 = (//.’ cr, A,//之，a') can be estimated by the following steps: 
1. Initiation: Select e G as initial values of 9. 
2. E-step: At the {q + l)-st iteration, compute V ； � = ( 沒 * ) � ) f o r each 
t = 0,....N. 
3. M-step: Compute X(什” (^5�� and ("J州)’//;什”’ o•广”，州)）by (5.18)-
(5.19). Then, /i("+i)’ cj("+”’ "g+i)’ s(计” are solved from (5.14) - (5.17). 
4. Termination: The re-estimation procedure stops at iteration M if 
没(A/)—没(A,/-i) < € 
DO 
for soma pre-specified e. The estimate is while the firm values are 
{V广)：（ = o，....yv}. 
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5.4 The KJD Structural Model 
The KJD process consists of 5 parameters: //, cr, r^ i, 772 and p, other than the jump 
arrival rate A. It is expected that the estimation is more sophisticated. From 
(3.9), we observe that fx+z is actually a mixture of two distributions: 
fx+z = Pfu + {1-P)fd. (5.20) 
with fu accounting for the upward jump and fd for the downward jump. When 
a jump arrives, the probability of jumping upward is p and downward is 1 — p. 
Therefore, the re-estimation formula for p can be obtained similar to that of A 
(or TTo). 
In addition to C, we introduce the following hypothetical missing data: 
D = { 4 6 {1 ,2} : n e { 1 ’ . . . " V } } , 
where “d,i = 1" [“da = 2") represents that the asset price jumps upwardly 
(downwardly) at the time interval tn]- Hciicc, \vc define the probabilities: 
TTii = TTip and 7ri2 = 7ri(l — p), where tti = XAt for a constant sampling time 
space At. The complete data penalized log-likelihood becomes: 
Q M 於)）=E { 1 + 0 � / ( V⑷，C , D | 0 ) 1 1 V⑷， 0 � } , (5.21) 
which again can be decomposed into Q3 = Q3 + Q3, where 
Q'3(",’ …r/i, / / 2 ；洲） = E { 1 + 0 � / ( V � | C ’ D, /,’ a, ,"1，,/2)]I V � , e � } 
Q'3'(A’p;妒')）=E[lnP(C，D|A.p)iV("),0(")]. (5.22) 
According to McLachlan and Krishnan (1997) who derive re-estimation for-
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mill as for the weighting probabilities of mixture distributions, we find that 
冗 严 ） = i f > M ( = 0 | V ( � ’ W ) : = i f > ’ （5.23) 
t=i t=i 
= 4 E / ) M = l | V ( g ) ’ # ) : = A f > ’ (5.24) 
1=1 1-1 
� , 1 ) = 去 = � f > . (5.25) 
t=i t=i 
Obviously, P(ci = 0) = P ( c A = 0) so that the formula for tt^+i) in (5.23) is 
exactly the same as (5.11). By Baye's theorem, we obtain that 
p —�./u ( � ? k?-l，州)p —兀⑴？丨",?-l，"�) 
where f", f,i are defined in (5.20) and g is given by (4.2). 
After calculating 
from (5.23), the estimate of 严丄）can be obtained from tt:广i) = A(州)Af • 
through (5.24). 
It remains to determine [i, cr, r]i and rjo by maximizing: 
N 
QW"，^t."i’772;0(")) = lnpo((7) + ^ Pot In a) 
t=i 
N 
+ Pit In /“（u;;'|u//_i，,i，a, i]i,7]2) 
£=1 
N 
+ X>)2“n./X."’?|“，?_i.",.rv"i)r/2). (5.26) 
t=i 
Unfortunately, setting the partial derivatives of Q'^  to zero produces a system of 
non-linear equations that does not admit closed form re-estimation formulas. In 
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fact, differentiating Q3 with respect to / / , r / i , r / 2 gives 
QQ , N 
二 " I ] {Pot. {{Rt. - + (Pum - P2OI2) — {di,) /(u，“ mi + rt^al al) 
t=i 
+P2t^-\{d2t) f{wt,m2 - r]2al,al)}, 
dQs 丄 « 丄 1 ^ ^ J p [ i ^ L I l M ^ i J l i f ^ Z ^ � / ^ 11 
^ = + 7 + 站 { 尸 4 ^ 
+ P2. [v/^(I)-ife)/(u，。m2 - r72aoV2，<7o2 )切 - 3"2ag/2 + � 2 + ("2 + 1)] L 
. 卯 � J 
^ = i > u [ i + mi—u7 + _ - ( I > - i ( d i > o V ( u ’ ,， 7 n i + " i � 2 ’ � ： 
办 1 ^ L'"i 2 J 
^ = E [ - + 让、-"化 + 华 一 — mcrln.al)]， 
d”‘2 L."2 2 � 
where 
Wt — mi — 7]icr"A/./2 
du = 7 = ’ 
aVAf 
, 7712 — Wt. — ipcr~At/2 
(ht = ： 
aVAt 
"0，ctq arc defined in (5.14)-(5.15) and f{x,广“ a~) is a normal density function with 
mean fj and variance cr^ . Thus, it is infeasible to attempt to find the maxima in 
closed form through the partial differentiation. In order to proceed, we adopt a 
generalized EM (GEM) algorithm dofinod l)y DLR that the M-stop requires 
to be chosen such that 
QW於+1); 0⑷）> QV0⑷；妒)） (5.27) 
holds. That is, one chooses to increase Q'3((9; d、''、）, rather than to maximize 
it over 0 . DLR has shown that the soqucnco of GEM itoratos covorgcs to a 
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stationary point. One way to construct GEM algorithm is based on one Newton-
Raphson step. 
Let ifj = (V'l, = (".，CT, 771,772) be the vector of the 4 remaining 
parameters. The proposed GEM algorithm runs as follows: 
功 = 於 ⑷ 一 论(V；⑷；没⑷)-1 J^ ( V 州 ； ， （5.28) 
where 
L dxlH J 
n 身 , 、 、 = ( , 2 9 ) 
and > 0 is chosen such that (5.27) holds. J山 “ / . ’⑷；0� )and Ti” ⑷；0 � ) 
represent the first order derivatives and second order derivatives taken the values 
of Q�q�respectively and the second order derivative is calculated using numerical 
approximation. 
It is seen that (5.28) is cxactly the first step of the staiidaid Ncwtoii-
Raphson method if c(g+i)三 1. Pv.Ioreover, (5.27) must hold if is sufficiently 
close to zero. Thus, the increase in Q3 is always granted with a small c(计 1). One 
can start with 二 1 f.oi. cadi iteration. If (5.27) is satisfied. \vc proceed to 
the next step. Otherwise, we try another c(计” with dividing the previous one by 
2 until (5.27) is satisfied. We always keep in mind that A(什丄）and p(计丄）should 
be obtained in advance. It may be useful to summarize the whole algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.2 For the KJD structural model with the structure: 1 'e 二 0*), 
the model parameters: 6 = {ji. cr, /\,p, 771,7^ 2) can be estimated with the same steps 
as Algorithm 5.1, except that the M-step is replaced: 
1. Compute by (5.11)，一+” by (5.24) and (一+”，(j(<?+”’ 7/;"+”. 4''+”）by 
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(5.28)-(5.29). 
5.5 Computation of the E-step 
The E-step requires the calculation of the inverse of an option pricing formula at 
each sampling time point and repeats the calculation every iteration. A typical es-
timation is based on daily stock prices over a one-year period because accounting 
information may be updated once a year. If there are 250 trading clays within the 
year, then the estimation requires the computation of the inverse 250 times per 
iteration. Thus, the computation of the E-step becomes a great concern in prac-
tice. If the closed form pricing formula is available and its computational speed 
is fast, i.e. less than 0.1 second for pricing an option, then performing standard 
numerical root-search method is still feasible to implement the EAI algorithm. 
However, closed form solutions are not always possible as presented in Chap-
ter 3，especially for barrier-dependent models. For example, the DOC option price 
under the MJD process should rely on simulation or other numerical methods. 
Although analytical solution may exist for some special cases, the computation of 
the solution may not be efficient enough to implement the EM algorithm up to a 
practical standard. For example, option pricing under the KJD process involves 
numerical Laplace inversion or even a double Laplace inversion. 
To effectively reduce the estimation time, we propose a modified E-step 
based on one quasi-Newton step. This idea is borrowed from the GEM algorithm 
in which the M-step is based on one Newton-Raphson step, but we are considering 
the E-step now. A quasi-Newton method is used to find the unique root of a 
nonlinear algebraic equation. In our case, we are interested in solving: 
H{V) = VE-h{V,9*) = {). (5.30) 
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The standard Newton's method considers the fixed point iteration: 
0 计 1) = yin) _ H ( V /⑷）巡 1 ， 
LcH/J v^=v� 
which requires us to compute the option delta. If the closed form solution of 
the delta is available and has computational efficiency, then the modified E-
Rtcp computes the firm's asset values with one Newton stop. Otherwise, if the 
closed form solution of the delta is not available, one can use finite difference 
approximation to avoid the calculation of the derivative. So we propose that 
/ / ( I / � ) - / / ( l / ( " - i ) ) ’ 、工叫 
To increase the coiiipiitatioiial efficiency ” and V(o) are chosen such that 
/-/(!/(一i))//(i,(o)) < 0. Our simulation and empirical analysis show that this 
proposal is much more efficient and does not produce additional error compared 
to that of the complete E-step. 
The finite difference approximation in (5.31) may be unstable when simu-
lation is used to compute the equity value. To overcome this, we store all the 
gciicicitcd icincloiii iiuiiibei'6 for computing the option pricc in the first iteration 
and then reuse them in all of the remaining iterations. Hence, the estimation 
is subject to the bias of the generated sample. The resolution is to base the 
simulation on many asset price paths and on some variance reduction techniques. 
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Chapter 6 
Performance of Estimation 
6.1 Simulation Checks 
A Monte Carlo simulation is constructed to verify the accuracy and efficiency 
among the traditional MLE in (4.9), traditional EM algorithm and the PLE with 
EM algorithm. The simulation involves generating 100 sets of market value of the 
firm's assets according to the dynamics of (4.1). Each set consists of 2,500 equally 
time-interval asset values, replicating 10 years daily observations, with initial 
value 1,0 = 100. For barrier-independent model, the market value of equities are 
calculated via the option pricing formula (3.1) by setting i^z = —0.01 and s = 0.1 
under Merton's (1976) model . For barrier-dependent model, the market value 
of equities are obtained via simulation mentioned in Section (3.2) with normal 
jump sizes and R = 0. In order to strike the balance between efficiency and 
accuracy, the equity values are simulated using 1000 paths plus 1000 antithetic 
paths only. For other model parameters, we adopt r 二 0.05，T = 10, fi = 
0.15, a = 0.25, A = 10 and X = H = 50. After that, these 100 time series of 
market values of equities are viewed as real data observed in the market, and then 
we perform the estimation algorithm as we have mentioned in Section (5.1). We 
check whether the proposed estimation scheme can give estimates consistent with 
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Table 6.1: Summary Statistics of MLE and PLE with EM Approaches under the 
Merton，s (1976) Model 
Panel A: Number of ill cases 
Maxmium Likelihood Estimation 15 
PLE with EM 0 
Panel B: Average Number of iterations for non-ill cases 
Maxmium Likelihood Estimation 306 
PLE with EM 12.41 
Panel C: Average CPU time for non-ill cases 
Maxmium Likelihood 2448 
PLE with EM • 558.45 
the input parameters by comparing the estimation quality between traditional 
MLE, traditional EM algorithm and PLE with EM (PEM) approaches via the 
Merton's (1976) model. This enables us to comment on the accuracy of each 
approach. We also provide estimation results for both barrier-independent and 
barrier-dependent models. Table 6.1 - Table 6.4 summarize the results. 
Panel A of Table 6.1 reports the number of degeneracy paths by these three 
approaches, it shows that the degeneracy problem exists in the log-likelihood since 
there are 15 ill cases in the MLE. On the other hand, the PLE with EM overcomes 
the degeneracy problem since no ill cases are observed. Hence, the penalized 
likelihood should be used for estimating parameters in mixture distributions. 
In Panel B, it shows that for those non-degenerate cases, MLE takes on 
average 306 iterations to converge while the PLE with EJ\I needs about 15 iter-
ations. In terms of the computation time, as Panel C shows, MLE requires 2448 
seconds on average while the PLE EM require around 600 seconds, which is only 
one-fourth of those in MLE. This verifies that the PLE with EM algorithm is 
more systematic and time-efficient when handling a large data set. 
Table 6.2 shows the estimation results of MLE and PLE with EM ap-
proaches under Merton's (1976) model. In Panel A, we observe that the mean 
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values of the estimates are far from their true values. In addition, their standard 
deviations are relatively large. We can see that the percentage error of firm's 
value is 3.494%, with a large standard deviation of 17.975%, reflecting MLE is 
unreliable for estimating the firm's value and the corresponding parameters in 
the MJD model. In contrast, there is a significant improvement of the estimation 
results using PLE with EM algorithm in terms of their means and standard devi-
ations. As shown in Panel B, the mean values of the estimates are much closer to 
that in MLE. Moreover, the standard deviations of the estimates are significantly 
reduced when compared to the MLE approach. We can see that the average firm 
value percentage error is quite small which is equal to -0.4% with a reasonable 
standard deviation of 4.35%. Though the estimation quality for is poor even 
in PLE with EM approach, it is a well-known problem which occurs not only 
in PLE with EM approach. Also, in empirical study shown later, the estimated 
value of would not be used for pricing corporate bonds because they are priced 
under risk-neutral dynamic. Therefore, it indicates that PLE with EM algorithm 
should bo a better approach in terms of accuracy and officicncy for estimating 
mixture distributions in structural models. 
In Panel A of Table 6.3, it shows that estimation performance of our PEM 
algorithm under the KJD model. We observe that the the overall estimation 
result is satisfactory. For instance, the estimated g and 入 are sufficiently close 
to their true value, and other jump-related parameters (?/i,772 and p) achieve 
reasonable results. We should also notice that, however, the standard deviations 
of those jump-related parameters including A are fairly large. It is partly because 
there is only 10 jumps per year on average for each sample path and we use those 
sample paths to estimate four jump-related parameters (//i, r/2- A and p), so the 
estimation qualities for those parameters are negatively affected by the sufficiency 
of the jump data. We believe that the estimation qualities can be improved when 
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Table 6.2: Comparison of Estimation Results between MLE and PLE with EM for 
the Merton's (1976) model 
Panel A: Maximum Likelihood 
a /uz crz A Firm value % error 
True Values (0.15) (0.25) (-0.01) (0.1) (10) 
Mean 0.542 0.357 0.343 0.296 23.183 3.494% 
Standard Deviation 1.405 0.232 1.823 0.368 31.646 17.975% 
Panel B: PLE with EM 
匕 a fiz (^z A Firm value % error 
True Values (0.15) (0.25) (-0.01) (0.1) (10) 
Mean 0.076 0.253 -0.015 0.082 9.865 -0.400% 
Standard Deviation 0.394 0.019 0.058 0.032 4.69G 4.350% 
we observe sample paths with shorter time interval (for instance, use take-to-take 
prices instead of daily prices) and when the true jump arrival rate is larger, say 
A = 20. As seen in Panel A, the estimated results for the jump-related parameters 
improve when A increases. In addition, the standard deviations of the estimated 
parameters decreases relatively to those results when the true A is 10. So our 
estimation algorithm is particularly useful for volatile stock data (i.e. A is large). 
Ill Panel B, \vc find that wc require about 80 iterations on average to search 
for the optimal solution for the KJD model, which is more than that in the MJD 
model. There are two possible explanations to account for this. The first reason is 
that in the KJD model we have 6 paramters to be estimated while 5 parameters in 
the MJD model. So naturally more iterations are required. Secondly, according 
to (5.28), is arbitrary chosen in each M-step such that (5.27) satifies. So 
the choice of c(Q+i) is usually not optimal and additional iterations are needed to 
search for the optimal solutions. 
In Panel A of Table 6.4, it reports estimation results of PEM approach for 
barrier-dependent model with normal jump sizes. We can see that even though we 
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Table 6.3 : Summary Statistics for KJD model using PLE with EM algorithm. 
Panel A : Estimation Results 
^ a ^ ^ A p Firm value % error 
For true A = 1 0 
True Values (0.15) (0.25) (20) (20) (10) (0.6) 
Mean 0.164 0.251 20.537 29.118 10.096 0.592 -0.831% 
Standard Deviation 0.261 0.021 11.817 17.067 6.638 0.320 1.715% 
For true A = 20 
Mean 0.229 0.246 19.092 20.757 19.116 0.567 -0.831% 
Standard Deviation 0.229 0.025 6.333 9.284 9.454 0.174 1.989% 
Panel. B : Estimation Efficiency 
Average Number of Iterations 80 
Average CPU time used (s) 134 
Table 6 .4 : Summary Statistics for Barrier-Dependent Model with Normal Jump 
Sizes Using PEM Algorithm. 
Panel A : Estimation Results 
jA a i^z cxz A Finn value % error 
True Values (0.15) (0.25) (-0.01) (0.1) (10) 
Mean 0.2G 0.259 -0.006 0.084 11.486 0.053% 
Standard Deviation 0.346 0.018 0.053 0.030 7.259 1-514% 
Panel B : Estimation Efficiency 
Average CPU Time Used (sccond) ^=5600 
Average Number of Iterations 24 
obtain the equity data via simulation only, the estimation results are comparable 
to those under barrier-independent model which has explicit formula for equity 
values. It implies that the PEM algorithm also works for barrier-dependent model 
even without an explicit formula. It should be noticed that, however, since the 
estimation is subject to simulation error, the estimation quality deteriorates when 
T is large. In addition, the required estimation time is (much) longer than that in 
the MJD model because the simulation for the equity value in each E-step is time 
consuming for barrier-dependent model, especially when T is large. Moreover, if 
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the closed form corporate bond price formula under barrier-dependent model is 
not available, empirical study is not feasible due to the simulation error. So in the 
empirical study, we will focus on the barrier-independent model. In particular, 
we choose the MJD model for empirical study to compare the results of Li and 
Wong (2006). 
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6.2 Empirical Performance 
In this section, the performance is evaluated in two dimensions. On the one hand 
we first compare the estimation among diffusion process and the jump-diffusion 
processes with empirical data. We attempt to show that the firm asset value and 
its volatility can be very different in these two situations. It implies that it may 
not be appropriate to measure firm value and volatility with a diffusion model 
followed by fitting the jump component to the residual credit spread. Therefore, 
the proposed estimation is an indispensable tool for iiiiplciiieiitiiig jmiip-diffusioii 
structural credit risk models. On the other hand we compare the empirical perfor-
mance among diffusion process and the jump-diffusion process in Merton (1974) 
model in predicting credit spreads to see whether adding a normal jump compo-
nent improves predicting power of structural models. Under the jVIerton (1974) 
framework, the current price of a corporate bond BPj!''{V, X, T) is equal to a 
risk-free bond with the same maturity T, and principal payment X，minus a put 
option P(V, X,T) on the current market value of assets V with strike price equal 
to its principal payment X and the same maturity T, i.e., 
BP^\V,X.T) = X . D(T) - P(y.X,T), (6.1) 
where D(T) denotes the price of a risk-free (default-free) bond at time 0 with 
principal payment $1 and maturity T. 
6.2.1 Bond Selection 
In order to make a fair comparison with the empirical result of Li and Wong 
(2005), we use the same bond data set based on the criteria of Eom et al. (2004). 
There are totally 807 bonds selected based on simple capital structures and siif-
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ficient equity data. From the Fixed Incomo Database, \vc obtain the bond prices 
on the last trading day of each December for the period 1986 - 1996. Then, we 
choose non-callable and non-piitable bonds from industrial and transportation 
firms. These exclude bonds with matrix prices and those with maturities of less 
than one year. There are 7,000 bonds left after the preliminary selection. 
Referring to Rating Interactive of Moody's Investor Services, we could ob-
tain the characteristics of the firms. To keep our sample with firms having simple 
capital structures, we only consider firms with one or two public bonds, and sink-
able and subordinated bonds are excluded. Firms with an organization type are 
regarded as corporations and those with a non-US domicile are excluded. Firms 
with background in finance, real estate finance, public utility, insurance and bank-
ing are also excluded from the sample. Accounting for these characteristics, there 
are 2,033 bonds left. 
Since we have to measure the value of corporate assets, only firms which 
issued equity and provided financial statements were considered. The market 
values of equities were downloaded from D at as t ream and total liabilities and 
reported dividend yields were downloaded from CompiiStat for the period 1986 
to 1996. That left with us 807 bonds issued by 171 firms. 
Table 6.5: Summary statistics of the bonds 
Features iMcaii S.D. Minimum Median Maxinuini 
Time to maturity (T) ^ 0 3 E w f l E 49.95 
Coupon rate (c) 8.20 1.52 0 8.5 15 
Yicld-to-inatiirity (y) 7.68 1.54 3.94 7.48 22.49 
Moody's ratings i 7.24 2.73 2 7 24 
S&P ratings i 6.99 2.67 2 7 16 
Market capitalization (MV) 7450.6G 10733.12 230.55 3428.44 95983.1 
Total liabilities (A') 5151.77 10728.75 113.6 2324.49 150424.59 
'For the Moody's rating. 1 stands for Aaa+ . 2 stands for Aaa and ctc. For the S & P ratings, 
1 stands for A A A + , 2 stands for A A A and ctc. For both rating systems, 24 stands for NR. 
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Table 6.6: Estimation Results of Firm-Specific Parameters under jump-diffusion 
process in Merton model 
Summary Statistics of Percentage Difference between 
Jump Component jump-diffusion and diffusion approach 
(Using diffusion approach as proxy) 
Mean 
(S.D.) A ^ s A % a A%Firm value 
Overall r r ^ OAWO 3JWO -10.95% 0 ^ 7 % 
(13.83) (4.97%) (2.31%) (12.93%) (6.53%) 
High Ratings 11.19 0 .20% 3.67% -10.36% 0.54% 
(12.99) (3.74%) (2.08%) (12.68%) (7.52%) 
Medium Ratings 11.9 0 .60% 4.00% -11.11% -0 .027% 
(15.75) (3.65%) (3.12%) (13.73%) (0.78%) 
Low Ratings 18.48 1.05% 3.33% -19.33% -0 .52% 
(16.35) (2.33%) (1.55%) (10.56%) (1.80%) 
Table 6.5 presents the summary statistics of the bonds studied in the empiri-
cal analysis. It shows the mean, standard deviation (S.D.), minimum, median and 
maximum of time to maturity (in years), coupon rate (in %)’ yield-to-maturity 
(in %), Moody's rating, S&P ratings, market capitalization (in $ millions) and 
total liabilities (in $ millions). The wide variety of our sample enable us to esti-
mate the parameters of jump component (A,f.iz,s) over different industries, credit 
qualities and economic environment. 
6.2.2 Empirical Results 
In Table C.C, wo observe that there arc 12 jumps per year for each firm on average, 
with average jump size and standard deviation of 0.44% and 3.72% respectively. 
Although the average jump size is relatively small, its standard deviation of 4.97% 
is comparably large. This indicates that jump component is a significant factor 
when estimating either firm values and corporate bond prices. The impact of 
jump component is more dominant for low rating bonds. As presented in Table 
6.6, there are 18 jumps per year with average jump size of 1.05%，showing that 
meaning the bond is not rated. 
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the firm assets value of low rating bond is much more volatile. This matches with 
our financial intuition. 
In Table 6.6 it also reports the percentage difference of firm's volatility 
and firm value between jump-diffusion and diffusion approach, treating diffusion 
approach as proxy. We find that the volatility is overestimated by 10.95% on 
average if diffusion model is used. The problem is more severe for low rating 
bonds, which show 19.33% of overestimation. In fact the larger volatility under 
diffusion process captures the volatility in the jump component, so it results in 
mild percentage difference of firm value among two approaches. However, with-
out introducing a jump component, the Merton model still underestimates the 
probability of financial distress, especially for short time period. In addition, we 
can see that the volatility is biased upward if firm value and volatility are mea-
sured with a diffusion model followed by fitting the jump component according 
to the residual credit spread. Without a suitable estimation framework for jump-
diffusion model, the estimation results for firm's volatility and the credit yield 
spread will be biased. Therefore our estimation scheme is a suitable remedy to 
handle such kind of problem. 
To evaiilate the performance of our estimation scheme using corporate bond 
data, we need the corporate bond pricing formula. Since the Merton (1974) model 
deals with zero coupon bonds only, Eom et al. develop an extended Merton model 
for coupon bearing bonds. They just model a coupon bearing bond as a portfolio 
of zero coupon bonds where each of them can be valued under the Merton model. 
Denote X and K be the total liabilities and default barrier respectively, the 
formula of a corporate bond with annual coupon rate c and recovery rate w 
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paying semiannual coupons can be expressed as 
BPf'{V,X.T) (6.2) 
= E _ [ f - (V’ ？ ) ] + 哪 ) {入 ( 1 + 臺 ) - [ 口 (1 + f ) ]}， 
1 = 1 L \ / J 
where 
M V . y ) = (1 - w)yE^[r{V,, < K)\V] + - < K)\V], 
and the coupon-bearing bond has N coupon paying dates, namely 仏’� . . .， t ^ } 
and ti\! = T. Under jump-diffusion process, Zhou (1997) provides the closed 
form expressions for ^'^[/(K,. < I<)\V] and E^[max(;(/- K,,0)/(V；, < K)\V]. To 
proceed the empirical study, we choose the value of default barrier H to be the 
recovery rate times total liabilities. And we follow the idea of Eom et al. to take 
recovery rate at 51.31% of face value. Table 6.7 summarizes the results. 
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Table 6.7: Empirical Result for Bonds with Different Ratings for the Extended Mer-
ton Model 
diffusion approach jump-diffusion approach 
% Error in % Error in Yield % Error in % Error in Yield 
Pricc Yield Difference Prico Yield Difference 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) (SD) 
Overall Z f ^ o T M ^ 5 % T m 0.003% 
(8.78%) (35.34%) (3.21%) (8.52%) (36.19%) (3.25%) 
High Ratings 2.69% -3.83% -0.27% 2.53% -3 .56% -0 .26% 
(8.12%) (31.37%) (2.45%) (7.68%) (32.4%) (2.49%) 
Medium Ratings 3.37 % -4.69% -0.22% 3.07% -4 .01% -0 .16% 
(8.24%) (27.94%) (2.67%) (8.11%) (28.34%) (2.70%) 
Low Ratings -6 .43% 40.13% 4.32% -7.26% 42.3% 4.54% 
(14.38%) (73.82%) (8.39%) (14.82%) (73.46%) (8.33%) 
In Table 6.7, we observe there is moderate improvement for both prediction 
of bond prices and yields for the jump-diffusion approach. The average percentage 
errors of prices and yields for the jump-diffusion approach is 2.37% and -1.35% 
respectively, while it shows -1.82% and -1.35% rcspoctivoly for the diffusion ap-
proach. The result is similar when we focus on the average yield difference. The 
jump-diffusion approach gives us an average value of prediction errors in yields 
at 0.3 basis points, while for the diffusion approach is -3 basis points. Hcncc. the 
problem of overprediction in prices or underestimation in yields are generally im-
proved when a jump-diffusion approach is used. It shows similar improvements 
in predicting bond prices and yields for high rating bonds and medium rating 
bonds. Moreover, as seen in Table 6.7，we observe the percentage errors in prices, 
percentage errors in yields and yield differences are the smallest for high rating 
bonds for both approaches. So it implies that the Merton model is more reliable 
for high rating bonds. Also, by adding a jump component, the Merton model 
further improves the prediction power of bond prices and yields. On the other 
hand, we can see the percentage errors in prices and yields are relatively large for 
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both diffusion and jump-diffusion approach for low rating bonds. It means that 
the Merton model may not be a good indicator for low rating bonds, even a jump 




This thesis provides a strong theoretical argument that the traditional maximum 
likelihood estimation approach fails when jumps appears in structural models of 
credit risk due to the well-known degeneracy problem. We also provide a penal-
ized likelihood approach and construct an efficient estimation scheme called pe-
nalized expectation-maximization (PEM) algorithm to handle such kind of prob-
lem. For barrier-independent models, we provide explicit re-estimation formulue 
for the jVIJD and K J D models. However, the estimation scheme is not limited 
to these two models and it can be applied to all kinds of jump processes. Our 
estimation scheme can also be extended to barrier-dependent models that closed 
form solutions may not be available. For instance, the DOC option price under 
the MJD model should be calculated through simulation or numerical methods. 
In this case the inverse process of asset value in each E-step is time-consuming 
and is subject to simulation error. To efficiently reduce the estimation time, a 
modified E-stcp based on one quasi-Newtoii step is introduced. Tlicrcfoie, our 
estimation scheme can be applied to any structural models of credit risk with any 
jump size distributions in a theroetical base. 
To verify the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed estimation fiaiiicwoik, 
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the firm's drift, volatility and jump-related parameters arc estimated using simu-
lation. The simultion results show that our proposed estimation scheme is reliable 
for both barrier-independent models such as the MJD and KJD models as well as 
barrier-dependent models. The proposed framework is then applied to empirical 
study. 
The empirical study shows that the diffusion process overestimates the 
firm's volatility by 10.95% on average in the Merton (1974) model, compared with 
jump-diffusion process. It indicates that when the jump component is estimated 
separately after the firm's value and volatility, the estimated result will be biased 
as tho estimated firm's volatility is upward biased. On tho other hand, when 
jump-diffusion process is adopted in the Merton model to predict the corporate 
bond prices and yields, we find that the jump-diffusion approach outperforms 
tho diffusion approach whon tho Merton model arc roliablo (e.g. high rating-
bonds). In contrast, the jump-diffusion approach cannot improve the prediction 
power when the Merton model are not reliable (e.g. low rating bonds). It implies 
that tho diffusion approach is a bettor choice rather than diffusion approach in 
predicting bond prices and yields for investment grade bonds. For lower rating 
bonds, other models rather than the Merton model should be considered to test 
the performance of jvimp-diffusion approach. 
To enhance the performance of the present approach, we can extend our 
estimation scheme to estimate the hyperparameters a and b of the penalized 
distribution and the risk-neutral parameters cv and jJ to remove the subjectivity. 
So a more sophisticated estimation scheme can be developed to improve the 
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